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The Basics Of Chess

The Initial Position Setup

The ultimate aim in the game of chess is
delivering a checkmate – trapping your
opponent´s king. The term checkmate is an
alteration of the Persian phrase “Shah Mat”,
meaning literally, “the King is ambushed”,
and not “the King is dead”; that is a
common misconception.

The chessboard is made up of eight rows
and eight columns for a total of 64 squares
of alternating colors. Each square of the
chessboard is identified with a unique pair
of a letter and a number. The vertical files
are labeled a through

h, from White´s left

to White´s right. Similarly, the horizontal
ranks are numbered from 1 to

General Chess Rules

8, starting

from the one nearest White´s side of the
board. Each square of the board, then, is
uniquely identified by its file letter and rank
number.

White is always first to move and players
take turns to move one piece at a time.
Movement is required. If it is a player's turn
to move and he is not in check but has no
legal moves, this situation is called a
“Stalemate” and it ends the game in a draw.

In the initial position setup, the light queen
is positioned on a light square and the dark
queen is situated on a dark square.
The diagram below shows how the pieces
should be initially situated.

Each type of piece has its own method of
movement. A piece may be moved to
another position or may capture an
opponent's piece, replacing it on its square
(en passant being the only exception). With
the exception of the knight, a piece may not
move over or through any of the other
pieces.
When a king is threatened with capture (but
can protect himself or escape), it's called
check. If a king is in check, then the player
must make a move that eliminates the threat
of capture and cannot leave the king in
check.
Checkmate happens when a king is placed in
check and there is no legal move to escape.
Checkmate ends the game and the side with
the checkmated king loses.
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Chess Moves

Chess Notation

King can move exactly one square
horizontally, vertically, or diagonally. A king
is allowed to make a special move, known
as castling, only once per side, per game.

When referencing a piece, the abbreviation
is always capitalized. The king is
abbreviated by the letter K, the queen is
abbreviated by the letter Q, the rook is
abbreviated by the letter R, and the bishop is
abbreviated by the letter B. The knight is a
special case, abbreviated by the letter N
since K is already taken by the king. The
pawn is the only piece that has no
abbreviation. If a pawn is moved, you see
only the name of the square where the pawn
moves.

Queen can move any number of vacant
squares diagonally, horizontally, or
vertically.
Rook can move any number of vacant
squares vertically or horizontally. It also is
moved while castling.
Bishop can move any number of vacant
squares in any diagonal direction.

Let's start with the simplest example.
Pretend that you have the white pieces and
have just made your first move of the game
by moving your king's pawn up two squares.
How would this move be notated below?

Knight may move two squares vertically
and one square horizontally, or two squares
horizontally and one square vertically. This
can also be viewed as an “L” or “7″ laid out
at any horizontal or vertical angle.
Pawns can move forward one square, if that
square is unoccupied. If it hasn’t moved the
whole game, the pawn has the option of
moving two squares forward, only if both
squares in front of the pawn are unoccupied.
A pawn cannot move backward. Pawns are
the only pieces that capture differently from
how they move. They can only capture an
enemy piece on the two squares sitting
diagonally in front of them, but cannot move
to these spaces if they are vacant. The pawn
is also involved in the two special moves: en
passant and promotion.
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Since it is the first move, algebraic notation
dictates that we would start with 1. Then we
would find the square where the pawn
moved. In this case, the square is e4. So, this
move is read or recorded as 1. e4 - it is that
easy! Continuing with this example, let's say
that we have placed our knight on the f3 for
the second move. How would this move be
notated below?

White's bishop has just captured the knight
on c6. This move below is notated as Bxc6.

Next, when a pawn captures a piece, you
write the name of the file (in lowercase) that
the pawn is on, followed by a lower-case
“x” and then the file where the pawn moves.
If we continue from the position above, you
can see that Black can recapture the bishop
on c6 with the pawn on b7 or the pawn on
d7. If Black recaptures with the b-pawn,
then it would be read as bxc6, while if Black
recaptures with the d-pawn, then it would be
dxc6. You can see the position after dxc6
below:

Since this is the second move of the game,
we start with 2. Because the piece moved is
a knight, we use the abbreviation N, and
since the square moved to is f3, we have all
of the information we need! This move
would be read or notated as 2. Nf3.

Special Cases In
Algebraic Notation
Some moves in chess cannot be written in
algebraic notation using the normal method
described above. Captures, castling, check,
checkmate and the result of the game all
have special symbols. When any piece is
captured, a lower-case “x” is placed in
between the piece and the square where the
capture occurs. In the following position,
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Castling kingside is recorded as 0-0, while
castling queenside is 0-0-0. The number of
zeros indicates how many squares the rook
has moved.

After a game is over, the result also has
special notation. If White wins, then it is
notated as 1-0. If Black wins, it is notated as
0-1, while a draw is notated as 1/2-1/2.

When a king is attacked or threatened, it is
known as check, which is notated as “+” at
the end of the move. In the following
position below, White has just played Bb5+:

Finally, a few special cases for algebraic
notation: In some positions, two of the same
pieces (such as two knights) can move to the
same square. In this case, you still write the
piece abbreviation, but you then add the file
that the piece is on before you write the
square.
In the position below, both white knights can
move to d2. If the knight on f3 moves to d2,
this move would be notated as Nfd2, while
if the knight on b1 moves to d2, it would be
notated as Nbd2.

A checkmate is notated with a "#" at the
end. Fool's mate occurs after the following
moves: 1. f3 e5 2. g4 Qh4#.

Lastly, on very rare occasions, two pieces of
the same type can both move to the same
square AND they are already on the same
file. In this case, you still start with the piece
abbreviation and then add the rank of the
piece before noting the square where it
moves.
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In the position below, both white knights are
on the f-file and can move to d2. If the
knight on f3 moves to d2, the annotation is
N3d2, while if the knight on f1 moves to d2,
the annotation is N1d2.

him. So instead, he decides to move two
squares so that he can pass over this square.
But if black’s pawn moves two squares and
passes over a square where white’s pawn
could capture it, then white can capture that
pawn as if it moved only one square - and
vice versa.
This is what it would look like:

You now know what chess notation is, what
algebraic notation is, and how to read or
record moves using algebraic notation.
Castling: When there is an open space
between your king and rook, then you can
do the castling move and you do it by
moving your king two squares in the
direction of the rook, and then the rook
jumps over him one space. Below is an
example of castling for White:

Special Chess Moves
Promotion: If a pawn reaches the last rank
on the other side of the board, then that
pawn may be promoted to one of the big
pieces. He can choose to become any piece
except a king. You should also take note that
you are allowed to have more than 1 queen.
Every time a pawn reaches the other side of
the board, then that pawn may become a
queen, even if your other queen is still in the
game.
Passant: It is white’s turn to move. You will
remember that the white pawns move in one
direction and the black pawns move in one
direction. Black sees that if he moves this
pawn one square then white could capture
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This is the only time in chess that you’re
allowed to move two pieces in one move
and it is also the only time in chess that your
rook may jump over another piece. Notice
that you should always move the king first,
and then the rook. The castling move works
the same way on the other side, as you can
see below:

tempo, increased piece activity, the creation
of structural weaknesses for the opponent, a
space advantage, and more. The Queen's
Gambit and the Benko Gambit are great
examples of sound gambits.
On the other hand, unsound gambits are
those that don't provide enough
compensation. The Halloween Gambit is an
example of an unsound gambit, as well as
the once-popular King's Gambit.
There are many gambits for White and
Black. Most involve pawn sacrifices in
exchange for increased piece activity. Here
are a few of the popular gambits in chess.

Queen's Gambit
The Queen's Gambit is one of the most
sound gambits in chess. Players reach this
gambit after 1.d4 d5 2.c4. White offers to
give up a pawn temporarily to gain a strong
center. Black can either take the pawn and
enter the Queen's Gambit Accepted or
ignore it to play the Queen's Gambit
Declined.

Gambits
A gambit happens in chess when a player
gives up material during the opening to seek
some kind of compensation. Most gambits
require the sacrifice of one or more pawns,
while a few of them involve sacrificing
more valuable pieces.
When a player offers a gambit, their
opponent can accept or decline it. The
opponent accepts the gambit when they take
the piece offered and decline when they
ignore the piece.
Gambits are sound when they provide
adequate compensation for the lost material.
This compensation can take many different
forms: a lead in development, a gain in
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If Black accepts this pawn and isn't careful,
then White will simply recapture this pawn
with their light-squared bishop and get a
large space advantage in the center. We can
see this illustrated below, after 1. d4 d5 2. c4
dxc4 3. e4 e6 4. Bxc4:

Although technically unsound, the King's
Gambit is a dangerous opening that can
catch the unprepared opponent off guard.
Former world champion GM Boris Spassky
employed this gambit with success, even
against strong players like GM Bobby
Fischer.
White gains a large center and
developmental lead for free after
recapturing the pawn!

Smith-Morra Gambit
The Smith-Morra Gambit is one of the lines
that White can play in response to the
Sicilian Defense. Players reach this gambit
after 1.e4 c5 2.d4 cxd4 3.c3. Black either
accepts the gambit and helps White develop
with a tempo or lets White recapture on d4
and get a strong center.

King's Gambit
A common opening in the Romantic era of
chess, the King's Gambit is an unsound
opening for White that starts after 1.e4 e5
2.f4. White wants to get a strong center and
open up lines for their rook after castling
short.
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Chess News & FAQ
Can I play a chess game with another fellow
person who reads the Newsletter?
Yes, as long as it is directly between the two
of you and not through the library as we do
not have the resources to facilitate chess
games.

The American Cup
Tournament

If Black captures the pawn, the following
position can arise after 1.e4 c5 2.d4 cxd4
3.c3 dxc3 4.Nxc3 d6 5.Nf3 Nf6 6.Bc4 e6,
where White's large lead in development is
apparent. As you can see, Black has
developed just one piece.

This brand-new tournament, featuring a
double-elimination bracket, started on
Wednesday in St. Louis. Similar to the U.S.
Championships, The American Cup has an
"open" group (with male players only) and a
women's group playing side by side, all but
one representing the United States. In this
new tournament a different and somewhat
complicated format is being used for both
groups.
The events are double-elimination brackets,
with the first round consisting of two
classical games (90+30) followed by a
tiebreak in case of a tie (two 10+5 games
followed by armageddon). So far, so good.
However, players who win their first-round
matches move to a "Champions Bracket,"
while the losers of the first round move to an
"Elimination Bracket" that doesn't have
classical games but rapid (25+10). Only
when players lose a match in the elimination
bracket are they knocked out of the
tournament.
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Morphy vs. Allies

Well-Known Chess Games
Morphy vs. Allies, Paris Opera
1858
Often called the "Opera Game," Paul
Morphy's informal masterpiece played
against the Duke of Brunswick and Count
Isouard is the first complete game shown to
many beginning and intermediate players. It
illustrates the value of development,
centralization, and king safety, but most
important, it is the perfectly concise game to
illustrate the beauty of chess. What chess
player can fail to smile at 10.Nxb5!,
13.Rxd7!, and 16.Qb8+!!?

Bai Jinshi vs. Ding Liren,
Chinese League 2017

Morphy won this game in the midst of his
European Tour where he easily defeated the
other great players of his day before
virtually retiring from chess to pursue law in
New Orleans.

It's mind over matter in this, the most recent
game on the list, as Ding Liren continually
places his pieces en prise (in a position to be
taken) to achieve relentless pressure against
the white king, who proves unable to escape
the center of the board. The game is filled
with beautiful moves, but it is particularly
20.Rd4 that makes a striking impression on
the viewer.
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Bai Jinshi vs. Ding Liren

Movsesian, Sergei (2668) vs.
Kasparov, Garry (2851) 0-1, 29
May 2000
A notable game for the use of Sicilian
Defense.

The Sicilian is the most popular and
best-scoring response to White's first move
1.e4.
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Saint Petersburg in 1914, where he played
and narrowly lost to Lasker.

José Raúl Capablanca

World War I halted international
competition, but Capablanca continued to
compete and dominate, losing only one
game between 1914 and 1924. In 1921,
Capablanca and Lasker competed in the 3rd
World Chess Championship, where Lasker
resigned after losing four straight games.
Capablanca held the title until 1927, when
he lost to Alexander Alekhine. He played in
several tournaments attempting to regain his
title, but despite performing well, he could
never match his former greatness.
He retired briefly in 1931 before returning
later in the 1930s. International competition
again was halted during World War II, and it
was during this hiatus that he passed away in
1942.

Nicknamed “The Human Chess Machine,”
José Raúl Capablanca was born in Havana,
Cuba. A true prodigy, he learned chess at
age four and defeated Cuban champion Juan
Corzo at 13. While attending Columbia
University, he joined the Manhattan Chess
Club and soon became its strongest player.
He had a particular talent for rapid chess,
defeating World Champion Emanuel Lasker
in 1906. He eventually withdrew from
Columbia to focus on chess.

Perhaps the greatest natural player ever,
“Capa” often defeated world-famous
opponents with apparent ease. He was a
master of positional play, but could also play
great tactical chess. Handsome and elegant,
he is one of the most beloved and admired
champions.

His skill in rapid chess lent itself to
simultaneous exhibitions. On a nationwide
tour of 27 cities in 1909, he achieved a
winning score of 96.9% over 607 games. He
qualified for the 1911 World Chess
Championship against Lasker, but he was
unsatisfied with the terms of the match and
did not compete. In 1913, Capablanca’s
chess skills got him a job as an informal
ambassador with the Cuban Foreign Office,
representing Cuba at international events.
He held exhibitions in London, Paris, and
Berlin before his ultimate destination of

“You may learn much more from a
game you lose than from a game
you win. You will have to lose
hundreds of games before
becoming a good player.”
– José Raúl Capablanca
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Emmanuel Lasker vs. Jose Raul Capablanca
0-1 Lasker, 08 Apr 1921
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Jose Raul Capablanca vs. David Janowski
1-0, Feb-27/1911

“By all means examine the games of the great chess players, but don’t
swallow them whole. Their games are valuable not for their separate moves,
but for their vision of chess, their way of thinking.”
– Anatoly Karpov (Russian World Chess Champion)
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Chess Problems
White to move
Mate in two
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Black to move
Mate in three
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Chess Solutions
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Fun fact: there are more possible
ways for a chess game to play out
than atoms in our observable
universe!

“When you see a good move, look
for a better one.”
– Emanuel Lasker (German World
Chess Champion for 27 years)
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